
Aerospace and  
Defense Solutions

Strength and scalability  
for aerospace and defense
ARCH Global Precision offers a unique breadth and depth of 

precision machining resources to our aerospace and defense 

customers. Trusted relationships built through years of reliable 

service are backed by the assurance of our collective capabilities, 

strengths, and scalability.

With customized supply chain programs and prototype-through-production 

capabilities, ARCH Global processes adhere to:

• ANSI, MIL and NAS standards

• AS-9100, ISO-9001 and ITAR certifications

Deep experience
ARCH Global Precision’s support for aerospace and defense manufacturing  

encompasses all areas of precision machining, ranging from critical part  

production to complete assemblies, including:

• Blades, fins and spars

• Conical and tapered structures

• Communication devices

• Housings for guidance and electrical

• Scopes and scoping assemblies

• Soft-turned bearings

• Struts and trunnions

• Custom cutting tools and coatings



Expect more
We bring together leading precision component companies  

across the U.S., united by a greater investment in knowledge,  

the development of comprehensive and expanding technologies, 

and a supply chain that is flexible, scalable, and financially stable.

We believe our customers should expect more from their partner, such as  

specialties in turn-key finishing operations, services that make it easier to 

receive and integrate components, and programs for consolidated ordering, 

tracking, and status reporting. Together, we find ways to optimize precision  

component supply with breakthroughs in:

• Accelerated prototype development

• Advancements in design-for-manufacturability

• Production of small and large-scale component solutions

• Meeting the most stringent requirements

A partner in defense

When our customers partner with ARCH Global Precision to manufacture  

an aerospace and defense product, they get an organization with a  

broadly diversified company portfolio and vast capabilities. We serve as  

a dependable and capable contract manufacturing service to optimize our  

customers’ supply chain requirements. We provide:

• Long term agreements (LTA’s)

• Kanban closed loop dock-to-stock JIT shipping

• Just-in-time deliveries for variable count flexibility  
 (stocking commitments)

• Vendor managed inventories (VMI)

• Supply chain management – including anodizing plating, helicoil  
 installation, bushing installation, packaging, and related logistics.

• Part and assembly packaging for direct delivery to the  
 production line  

• Turnkey sub-assemblies: parts production, ancillary parts  
 mustering, assembly, inspection, certification and delivery

• Additional commodity or lower cost parts supply for  
 one-source simplicity

Learn more: archglobalprecision.com
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